
History of  Thanksgiving  
By Urban C. 
We all know the holiday of Thanksgiving, where everyone in your family gets together to have a large, 
extravagant meal and be thankful for what God has given, but how did this holiday first come about? 

It all started in 1621, when the Plymouth colonists and the Wampanoag shared an autumn harvest feast on 
November 22. After an alliance was made between the Massachusetts tribe and the colonists, the 
governor of the Plymouth colonists organized a feast to celebrate, and together with the Wampanoag, had 
a feast for three days. Foods like deer, lobster, seal, and swans were part of it, with Native American spices 
mixed into them. This started a tradition that would last for centuries. However, the holiday wasn’t 
actually made a national holiday — despite many colonies and states celebrating it — until 1863, when 
President Abraham Lincoln declared it so. 

Did you know: Traditional desserts we know Thanksgiving to have today, like pies, cakes, and others, were 
not in the original feast? Now that’s something to be thankful for.

Pumpkin Chocolate Chip Cookies  
By: Mei & allrecipes  

Ingredients:

1 cup canned pumpkin

1 cup white sugar

1/2 cup vegetable oil

1 egg
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2 cups all-purpose flour

2 teaspoons baking powder

1 teaspoon baking soda

2 teaspoons ground cinnamon

1 teaspoon nutmeg 

1/2 teaspoon salt

1 tablespoon vanilla extract

2 cups semisweet chocolate chips



Directions:

Preheat the oven for 350 degrees F

Combine pumpkin, sugar (1 cup), vegetable oil (1/2 cup), and 1 
egg in a large bowl. In a separate smaller bowl, stir together flour 
(2 cups), baking powder (2 tsp), baking soda (1 tsp), ground 
cinnamon (2 tsp), nutmeg (1 tsp), and salt (1/2 tsp).  Add flour 
mixture to pumpkin mixture and mix well.

Add vanilla (1 tbsp) and chocolate chips (2 cups).

Drop spoonfuls on a greased cookie sheet and bake for 
approximately 12 minutes or until lightly brown and firm to 
touch.

The Drama of Drama 
By J.P. Dupre 

Many people love to help us leave our own worlds through the art mediums of movies or plays, allowing us 
to laugh, cry, or do everything in between. But what does it take to make one of these worlds? There is a 
tremendous amount of activity, coordination, and well thought-out drama that happens leading up to 
opening night. Ensuring a cohesive team, both on and off stage, is key to a successful play. 

Seattle Lutheran recently hosted three incredible plays: Brothers Grimm Spactaculathon, Words Words Words, 
and Check Please! I had the chance to sit down with some of the actors to learn more about what goes on 
behind the curtain. There are a lot of people behind the scenes helping actors to change costumes, ready 
props, and clear the stage, among other tasks. Of course, hiccups happen along the way; at times the 
space backstage can be chaotic. Amidst this, the stagehands are surprisingly nice and helpful, and as 
Dominic Tatro said, “deserve as much credit as the actors on stage.”

The space behind the stage really doesn’t allow for a lot of room considering what has to happen to put a 
play together. For example, there are many people who end up standing around waiting for a chance to 
help actors. If you combine that with rat droppings, a giant exercise mat, and leftover items from previous 
events, there is just not a lot of space for the actors. As Emma Freeman said, “It was a lot easier last year 
when it was just the radio show.” 

Some actors have noted there is a stereotype about the people attracted to drama. Some people believe 
that to like drama, you must be a high-energy extrovert. In truth, it 
draws a lot of different people to it. One actor mentioned that she 
feels drama increases one’s self-confidence and social skills. Drama 
can be an outlet for people working through social pressure.

This spring, Seattle Lutheran drama is presenting a musical. There 
are plenty of opportunities for students to join the cast or support 
the stage.This Spring, Seattle Lutheran drama is presenting a 
musical. There are plenty of opportunities for students to join the 
cast or support the stage.
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LeBron is the Best  
By Max Gordon 

LeBron James is the greatest basketball player to ever grace the hardwood at the NBA level. He’s better 
than Jordan, Kobe, Kareem, Shaq, Wilt, or anyone else you can think of. When defining the Greatest 
Basketball Player of All-Time, I think of the best all-around at scoring, shooting, dribbling, passing, 
defending, making his whole team better, and elevating the level of play from each of his teammates. 

After King James left the Cavs the first time, in 2010, they went from a playoff team to getting a lottery 
pick (eventually drafting Kyrie Irving). After LBJ left the Heat to rejoin Cleveland and deliver on his 
promise of a championship to his hometown team, they went from back-to-back NBA Finals Champions 
and consistent contenders, to out of the playoffs. Fast-forwarding to this season, in his first year with the 
Lakers, and as of December 3, the Cavs — who were in the NBA Finals just a season ago — are 5-18. 

Sure, MJ won six NBA titles to LeBron’s three, but he isn’t as efficient at scoring as James (Jordan took 
more shots therefore he has more points). LBJ is the better passer, ball handler, and arguably has a higher 
basketball IQ, producing a 16-year prime where he has yet to decline. 

MJ’s biggest shot at the King is that he was a better defensive player, especially in an era where defense 
was key; however, as mentioned earlier, LeBron elevated his team. When Michael left the Bulls for 
retirement the first time, they went from 57 regular-season wins to 55, with nearly the same group of 
players. LeBron’s attributes overwhelm the James vs. Jordan debate.
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Factory 
Christmas 
By Neil Breslich


